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Madison Bikes, PO Box 260244, Madison, WI 53726-0244

Lake Monona Waterfront Ad-hoc Committee

3/23/2023

Re: Bicycle-centric feedback on the Lake MononaWaterfront Design Challenge

Madison Bikes (MB) is a local advocacy group that envisions a city where anyone can ride a

bicycle conveniently and comfortably to any place in the city and neighboring communities year

round. We have closely followed the Lake Monona Waterfront Design Challenge. Board member

Aaron Levine presented to the Ad Hoc Committee in November. More recently, we hosted a

community meeting to collect feedback from the bike-riding public about how the ALP, JCFO,

and Sasaki designs may impact bicycling in the area for people of all ages and abilities. This

letter summarizes our findings.

Overall, JCFO was the favored design. They were the only firm to put the entire length of John

Nolen Drive (JND) on a “road diet,” which they describe as a first step essential to all other

safety changes. This change will also lower traffic noise that currently falls between a vacuum

cleaner and an interstate highway and makes polite conversation impossible. The noise levels

must be lowered if any costly causeway redesign is to realize its full potential. We were pleased

that JCFO’s “green boulevard” concept closely matches what City engineers are already

proposing with their JND causeway reconstruction project. However, the proposed lane

reductions and absence of dedicated northbound left turn lanes at North Shore and Broom

would be a significant shock to today’s traffic patterns, shifting traffic to alternate routes like

Atwood, Park St, and Monroe St. Those routes lack protected bike paths and could become more

hazardous for bicycling.

JCFO also penciled in an underpass near Broom and North Shore, a critical crossing that

Madison Bikes enthusiastically supports. They were the only firm to mention the importance of

connections to the UW campus and Brittingham Park. We especially support their wide

separation of bikes, peds, and fishermen on the level, protected path around Monona Terrace (a

design that Sasaski also proposes). JCFO’s most grandiose improvements near Law Park could

provide bikers and peds an alternative to the “hairball” intersection of JND, Blair, and

Williamson St. On the downside, JCFO’s Broom St parking circle creates a new path/car

conflict, and the Hamilton overpass is likely pedestrian-only and unusable by bikes.

Sasaki’s design came in second. Their causeway separation was both practical and aesthetically

pleasing. We appreciated that Sasaki detailed each JND crossing, highlighting safety

improvements like “No Turn on Red” signs and eliminating slip lanes. They offered innovative

https://cityofmadison.com/engineering/projects/john-nolen-drive


ideas such as an earthen berm for noise protection (JCFO has a similar feature in one

rendering). We liked what appears to be a bathroom and bike storage near Broom St. Although

it doesn’t apply to bicycling, we thought Sasaki’s ecological ideas were the most realistic and

appealing. And, although their Hamilton overpass would accommodate biking, it requires

everyone to go up 30’+ to the overpass, down 25’ to Hamilton, and then up at least 15’ on

Hamilton to get anywhere. This “up / down / up” pattern afflicts the ALP overpasses as well.

Many bicyclists will opt for the street crossings.

ALP’s design was the least well-received. We liked the causeway separation and that ALP

prioritized elements of their design like improving safety at intersections and building an

underpass near Broom and North Shore. But their design forces bikers passing Monona Terrace

to choose between a ⅔mile at-grade tunnel shared with car exhaust and noise or a difficult 5.7%

grade to reach Monona Terrace street level. Most bikers will ignore the signed routes and follow

the lakefront through the pedestrian-only area, leading to conflicts. The ALP Hamilton overpass

shares the same issues as Sasaki’s, but ALP repeats it on King St. Finally, ALP quizzically

included an JND overpass at Wingra Creek where we already have two underpasses.

A few themes were common to multiple designs:

● All designs separate usage by speed, with faster, more direct paths for bikers and

runners and slower, more leisurely paths for walkers and joggers. The City’s current JND

reconstruction project has two design options that also create separation.

● All designs emphasized a need to connect the lake to Hamilton St. That approach to

the Capitol is beautiful, but its 6.3% grade is beyond what most bikers would do willingly.

However, a Hamilton connection would be a terrific way for bikers to reach the City’s

new W. Wilson Street cycletrack to King St for a gentler 3.7% climb to the Capitol. We

approve of connecting the lake to Hamilton St, but would prefer it be with an underpass.

● JCFO and Sasaki bothwiden the path around Monona Terrace, something we

enthusiastically support. This is a standalone improvement that could be built in the

short-term and work with any of the long-term designs.

● JCFO and ALP call for an underpass near Broom and North Shore, a feature that

would instantly become the busiest and safest JND crossing. Madison Bikes

enthusiastically supports the idea, but we were disappointed that neither firm took time

to actually work out any details. Underpasses must be intuitive to reach since, unlike

overpasses, they aren’t visible from a distance. They also must be wide, well-lit, dry,

ice-free, and at an accessible grade.

But there were also common flaws and omissions:

● Impractical overpasses. Successful overpasses have a natural rise in terrain on one or

both sides. When an overpass connects two points at the same grade – e.g., from the

lakefront to Hamilton St – it feels like a capitulation to vehicular traffic, as if bikes and

peds are second-class citizens. An overpass is also a very visible reminder of tax dollar

spend, which can be a public relations risk if usage is light.

● Narrow paths. On the causeway, all design renderings suggest a path width of 10’. That

is the same as today and is much too narrow for the volume and speed of today’s mix of

bikes, e-bikes, scooters, one-wheels, and joggers/pedestrians. The City’s JND

https://cityofmadison.com/engineering/projects/300-block-w-wilson


reconstruction is considering 10’, 14’, or 16’ paths. We feel 14’ is minimum for this

corridor, a width in line with the latest guidance for busy two-way bikeways from the

National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO)
1

● In the downtown portion, there was an almost singular focus on connecting the lake

to the Capitol. That’s an important connection, but many bicyclists are headed

elsewhere and prefer level routes. JCFO was the only design to even mention the UW

campus, possibly the #1 destination for riders on today’s Capital City trail.

● No design considered placement of a passenger rail station.

● There was scant mention ofmass transit / BRT connections.

● There was little consideration of bicycle parking (perhaps that’s taken for granted).

● Near Olin Park and on the causeway, the designs show few places where people can move

between paths. E.g., a bicyclist who wants to stop and explore will have difficulty

doing so.

● There was no apparent consideration of prior work like the John Nolen Drive Master

Plan Collaborative, Lake Monona Waterfront Preliminary Report, and various

Neighborhood Plans. For example, the Master Plan Collaborative has an excellent,

technically-researched proposal for an underpass between Broom St and Blair St that

would integrate the lakefront with the 3.5-acre Brittingham dog park and tennis courts,

as well as connect Bassett St and Bedford St neighborhoods. This proposal is a win / win

/ win and it would have been nice for the Challenge designs to have incorporated it.

The Capital City trail along JND is perhaps Madison’s busiest bike artery. In nice weather, over

4,000 bikes pass Monona Terrace each day. One final piece of public input is the importance of

keeping that artery open during any constructionwithout changing the grade – i.e.,

reserving lanes of JND for bike / ped detours, rather than sending people up to the State Capitol.

Madison Bikes wants to thank Madison Parks and Friends of the John Nolen Waterfront for

spearheading the Waterfront Design Challenge, and to the Ad Hoc Committee for its oversight.

It’s been an exciting process and we’re happy to have a chance to share our thoughts. If you have

any questions or would like more detail on any of our points, please reach out. You can also find

our raw public engagement notes and see a visual bike-centric comparison of the proposals at

https://tinyurl.com/mb-challenge

Respectfully,

The Board of Madison Bikes
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https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/WP_designing_for_small_things_with_wheels_FINAL_Marc
h1-2023.pdf (table on p. 14)

https://aecstudy.countyofdane.com/documents/John-Nolen-Drive-Corridor-Master-Plan-Collaborative-07282017-from-Ron-Shutvet.pdf
https://aecstudy.countyofdane.com/documents/John-Nolen-Drive-Corridor-Master-Plan-Collaborative-07282017-from-Ron-Shutvet.pdf
https://www.cityofmadison.com/sites/default/files/city-of-madison/parks/documents/projects/Law%20Park%20Preliminary%20Report_web.pdf
https://www.cityofmadison.com/dpced/planning/plans/440/
https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/WP_designing_for_small_things_with_wheels_FINAL_March1-2023.pdf
https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/WP_designing_for_small_things_with_wheels_FINAL_March1-2023.pdf


F.O.O.T. Comments of Three Final Designs for Lake Monona Waterfront Design Challenge 
 

Eight members of Friends of Olin Turville (FOOT) met on March 27, 2023, and as part of our regular 
meeting, we had a substantial discussion regarding the three final proposals for the Lake Monona 
Waterfront Design Challenge, specific to their impact on the northern portion of Olin Park. Members 
commented on their likes and dislikes among features of the three final designs, and made suggestions.  
Comments from several additional FOOT members were received by email after the meeting and are 
incorporated here as well.  

The most salient common questions, concerns and suggestions were: 

 Most questioned the practicality and visual impact of proposed floating wetlands & boardwalks. 
Wouldn’t they have to be removed each winter due to ice shove activity in spring? Wouldn’t they 
impede views of downtown?  

 There was consensus that excavating the natural lakeshore of Olin near John Nolen to create a 
canoe/kayak learning course is not recommended. Prefer leaving that area and its natural shoreline 
as is. 

 If a new beach is to be established (not all want one), best location is on the point where houses are 
now located. That area has best bottom conditions and water flow. 

 If a nature center is to be established, limit the footprint of any new construction – re-use the 
existing building (former State Medical Society building) if possible and emphasize outdoor spaces. 
Better still, eventually build a new structure further from the lakeshore, replacing existing former 
state medical society building which sits too close to shoreline. 

 State-established dock line should be shown on all drawings; it will not be a simple matter to 
override this legal development limitation. 

 Likewise, existing lake bottom contours should be shown on final designs – they impact location and 
practicality of many design elements like beach, wetlands, and boardwalks. 

 Several members (but clearly not all) would strongly favor a bier garten or similar outdoor 
eating/drinking venue on the north shore of Olin, taking in the Capitol views. 



Lake Monona Waterfront Design Challenge Comments 
Submitted by Ron Shutvet 925 Lake Ct. Madison on April 10, 2023 

General: I strongly feel there are many design elements among the three master plan 

submissions that are detrimental to the overall aesthetics and enjoyment of this lakeshore on 

Lake Monona for both humans and wildlife. I choose to list design concerns without naming the 

individual design firms. The three firms had many similar design elements. 

Many of the proposed design elements appear to be very costly to design, construct, and 

maintain. When will cost estimates be made available for these various design elements? Costs 

will have a huge impact when deciding which design elements may eventually become reality. 

The three concept plans all have a Disneyworld feel to them. The artistic renditions portray a 

perfect city lakeshore where man is living in harmony with nature. But these fanciful artistic 

creations don’t show the downsides of many of these proposed alterations to Lake Monona 

and its lakeshore. 

Artificial vs. Natural Wetlands: The proposed additional marshy areas along Law Park and 

extending out over the lake along the causeway don’t make sense as there never was a marsh 

or wetland area in those locations prior to building of the railroad corridors and initial 

causeways over Lake Monona. The original shoreline wetlands along this part of Lake Monona 

were west of the railroad causeway and extended from the vicinity of the north end of Lake 

Court on Lake Monona clockwise around the existing Monona Bay to the vicinity of the 

intersection of Bedford and North Shore Drive. Most of the original shoreline along Law Park 

before the railroad corridor was constructed was a cobble and boulder strewn shoreline with a 

sandy bottom. There never was a marshland or wetland area on Lake Monona along the 

shoreline at the south end of the Monona Causeway. From that location and continuing 

eastward all the way along the new and old portions of Olin Park and continuing around the 

shoreline of Turville Point Conservation Park to the southern tip that park where it meets the 

rail corridor again. This entire area of lakeshore has always had a sandy shoreline with natural 

deposits of native glacial cobbles and boulders covering most of this shoreline where higher 

elevations of glacial deposits have been slowly worn away at the lakeshore. 

Proposed design elements such as weed beds floating on artificial platforms at the water 

surface don’t make any sense either as each summer the natural submergent weed beds in this 

area of Lake Monona already provide plenty of habitat and food for fish and other aquatic life. 

In fact, these weed beds are so prolific that the county has to chew away at them each summer 

with large weed cutter machines and remove the cut weeds from the lake.  If they didn’t do 

this, the weed beds can become so thick during some summers that they impede all types of 

boating activity. 
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Proposed manmade wetland shorelines along Law Park would be hard to construct and 

maintain due to the deep water along the entire length of Law Park. Floating weed bed mats 

along this shoreline will bob up and down unrealistically and be destroyed by the large waves 

that frequent this shoreline during storms. This is why the shoreline consists of mostly rip-rap 

now. 

If the city wants to restore a nearby wetland in this area Lake Monona , the portion of Wingra 

Creek within Olin Park could use some design concepts to consider as part of a master plan for 

this area. There exists a large neglected wetland along Wingra Creek near where the creek 

enters Lake Monona. This wetland is partially filled in with decades old fill materials from the 

demolition of old buildings in downtown Madison deposited in this wetland area. But most of it 

is still a natural wetland that has just been neglected. I propose that the city survey this wetland 

and make an assessment as to the potential to restore this area. I can imagine removing much 

of the imported fill and even opening up a larger area of standing water in the center of this 

area by removing some of the natural muck deposits that exist there. Design a self-guided 

nature trail and boardwalk area for this wetland to allow people to intimately experience this 

wetland on foot. 

Canoe/Kayak Learning Course: The canoe and kayak course in a plan design element proposed 

for the northwest corner of Olin Park west of the new Parks Department office building would 

be a huge mistake. This area of land along the shoreline between the O’Sheridan Street 

lakeshore and the new Parks office building consists of natural glacial deposits of sand and 

gravel that were left near the end of the last ice age as the glaciers receded from the Madison 

area. During construction of the John Nolen causeway in the 1960’s a large natural hill on the 

causeway right of way at this location was leveled and used as fill for the new causeway. This 

hill was over 30 feet high, taller even than the glacial hill that the newly remodeled Parks 

Department building at 330 E. Lakeside Street was constructed on. 

The fluctuating water levels of Lake Monona would quickly destroy any attempt to create an 

artificial water play park for humans at this location. The small water channels separated by 

wetland vegetation covered islands would be destroyed by the yearly fluctuating water levels of 

5 feet or more.  The water in these narrow waterways would become stagnant and clogged 

with weeds due to lack of a fresh water supply being available to flush these artificial 

waterways out occasionally. In addition, large masses of floating lake weeds and algae tend to 

be blown in by the wind and pile up at this location to decompose each summer. No one would 

have fun kayaking through this mess. Leave this area a natural lakeshore as it is now and the 

many loons that frequent this shoreline in the spring and fall will thank you. There are already 

many streams, creeks and rivers in the Madison area that provide excellent canoe and kayak 

adventures in a natural setting. 



Beach Concepts:  Do Madison residents really need or want another beach on Lake Monona?  

The lake often has poor water quality and existing beaches are sometimes closed for days or 

weeks due to unsafe levels of bacteria and other organisms in the water. The beaches shown in 

the proposed plans do not show the curtain wall barriers in the water that surround existing 

beaches so that the beach water can be isolated from the lake water. The beach water is then 

continuously filtered and cleaned with expensive pumping and filtering equipment. Any 

proposed beaches should be displayed on the plans with a similar barrier and filtering system to 

realistically show how the proposed beach would look. 

At various proposed beach locations along the shoreline of Law Park, the water depth rapidly 

increases as you travel away from the existing shoreline. These proposed beach locations would 

not be safe for children or inexperienced swimmers. The beaches proposed along Law Park 

would also experience larger waves on windy days that would erode away beach sand along the 

beach shoreline and pull it into deeper water.  

The beach location shown in one design element along the Olin Park shoreline east of the 

causeway and near the existing sailboat pier area would have maintenance and water quality 

issues. That area of Lake Monona tends to regularly experience accumulations of large floating 

mats of lake vegetation and algae that pile up along this shoreline. 

The best location for a new beach on Lake Monona would be along the shoreline at the small 

group of residential properties just east of the new Madison Parks office building. This area of 

shoreline has a nice sandy bottom that gradually gets deeper as swimmers move further from 

shore making this area safer for groups of swimming children. Also, the wave action at a 

proposed beach along the shoreline of the residential area is much less pronounced than the 

wave action a proposed beach at Law Park would have as the prevailing summer winds are out 

of the southwest. Madison should be careful about sighting new beaches on Lake Monona. 

Most Madison families now avoid using the existing beaches due to ever increasing water 

quality concerns. The existing single Madison public swimming pool at Goodman Park just 2000 

feet away from the Olin Park lakeshore is heavily used by Madison residents. Perhaps money 

could be better spent on constructing a second Madison public swimming pool in Madison 

instead of creating additional beach area on Lake Monona that might be rarely be used. 

Dock Line and Lake Bottom Topography Issues:  The three design firms need to explain how 

the existing dock line law would affect various proposed design elements that extend out past 

the existing dock line. Some of the design elements that appear to be extending beyond the 

existing docking are various piers or waterwalks out over the lake; artificial floating vegetation 

mats of various sizes; and boat hull shaped islands filled with vegetation or used as platforms 

for entering the water. 



 

All plans should show the location of the existing dock line relative to the existing shoreline and 

nearby plan elements. It would be helpful to also show the topographic lines of the lake bottom 

on the various concept plans along with the numbers indicating the water depth at those 

locations. The three design firms need to describe the materials and construction of any 

proposed design elements that are shown extending past the existing dock line further into the 

lake. Are these design elements supported on piles or somehow anchored to the lake bottom 

with anchor weights and cables and supported near the water surface with flotation devices? 

Any design elements that are shown to extend beyond the existing dockline would require that 

the city to ask the State Legislature to re-examine the existing dock line law and seek to have it 

changed? This would be a very difficult endeavor. 

Winter Weather Issues:  I expect the proposed piers and waterwalks will be removed and 

stored over the winter, as are most existing piers on Madison lakes. It will be very costly to 

install and remove these design elements. Where would Madison store all these additional pier 

and waterwalk sections? You would probably need a new large storage area for the pier 

sections for all the proposed piers and waterwalks. Piers that are not removed in the fall can be 

damaged by extreme ice heaves during repeating cycles of very cold weather followed by 

warmer temperatures during the winter. Piers and other structures near the lakeshore can also 

be damaged by moving ice flows in the spring as the ice is beginning to break up. High wind 

days in the spring can begin pushing the ice across the lake as a large mass. The force of the 

wind and the kinetic energy of the moving ice can cause the ice to be pushed up onto the 

shoreline. Huge piles of ice can accumulate on the lakeshore by this process. I personally 

witnessed huge piles of ice over 6 feet tall on the Olin park lakeshore by the existing Olin Beach 

area and all along the northern lakeshore of Olin and Turville Parks one winter in the 1980’s. 

There have since been occasional ice heave and ice shove events at other locations on the Lake 

Monona shoreline in more recent years. 

Safety and Practicality of Over-Water Design Elements:  All of the various proposed piers and 

“waterwalks” appear to be constructed close to the water surface and show no railings of any 

kind. How is this considered safe for use as a public walkway over the lake? If these structures 

are supported by pontoons, periods of high wind can make these walkways unsafe to use due 

to the pier sections bobbing up and down with the waves and no railings to hold onto. 

Wouldn’t there be ADA requirements for the safety of handicapped fishermen and visitors in 

wheelchairs? Also, wouldn’t the proposed waterwalks be required to have at least one bridge 

section to allow boats to enter that part of the waterway that is otherwise blocked off by the 

waterwalk? Lake Monona is a navigable waterway and restrictions to boat access of any part of 

the lake would violate federal law. 



If the floating waterwalk sections are anchored in place by concrete anchors attached to the 

pier sections with steel cables, These cables would eventually become tangled with hundreds if 

not thousands of fishing lures that inadvertently snagged onto the cables by unsuspecting 

fishermen? 

 

How will you keep bicycles off the piers and waterwalks? Who will regularly clean aquatic bird 

poop off all the piers and waterwalks. There will be a lot of it and you can’t depend on the rain 

to wash it off regularly. 

 

Large walkways out into the lake would need to have lighting for better visibility both so boats 

don’t accidently run into the floating walkways after sunset and so people can see where they 

are walking on a pier or waterwalk without railings at night. Then there are those foggy days 

and nights when lights probably won’t help save the waterwalk from fog blinded boaters 

traveling faster than they should in hazardous conditions. 

 

What are all these proposed over water design elements constructed of? How are they 

anchored in place? How do they behave in various weather conditions? For safety reasons, how 

will these objects out on the water be made visible to boaters especially during foggy 

conditions and after dark? I expect the ongoing maintenance costs for these design elements 

could be costly. The three competing design firms should provide existing data on similar design 

elements that have been utilized in other cities. This data should include approximate 

construction and maintenance costs, as well as input as to how they might have done things 

differently. Cities chosen for comparison should experience harsh winters and have larger lakes 

susceptible to high wind conditions as Madison does. 

The existing metal fishing pier on the south end of Law Park is supported by pontoons and 

anchors to the bottom. The pier sections are hinged together to allow the pier to move up and 

down with the wave action. This existing fishing pier creaks loudly as waves move its sections 

up and down. A similar large floating waterwalk could become much noisier than this existing 

small fishing pier. Therefore, any new piers should be designed and constructed to be more 

stable and silent when shifting up and down with wave action. Just want the sound of water 

lapping against the pier please. No squeaking allowed. 

Ped/Bike Overpasses:  There are multiple pedestrian or ped/bike overpasses suggested at 

various locations in the Law Park area. These overpasses will have safety concerns during during 

storms of any kind. Only the brave will ever venture out onto these overpasses during storm 

events. The metal railings will make good lightning rods but people walking over the overpasses 

will be taller than the railings so good luck walking in the rain on these overpasses. The 

overpasses will need lighting for safety after dark and may therefore affect the aesthetics of the 



lakeshore at those locations after dark. Significant reduction in natural rainfall and natural light 

can affect the growth of plants underneath the overpass bridges and ramps. Overpass 

structures often detract from the aesthetics of the area below them. 

Riprap and Railroads:  The existing blasted limestone riprap over the causeway does not look 

like a natural lakeshore. The City should use natural rounded glacial cobbles and boulders as the 

visible rip rap along the causeway and all lakeshore areas that will need riprap shoreline 

protection. The existing Monona Bay shoreline is an example of the use of natural glacial 

cobbles and boulders as a riprap shoreline. Also use glacial cobbles and boulders that are 

predominantly igneous or metamorphic rocks as they are much more durable than limestone 

cobbles and boulders. The existing blasted limestone riprap can be repositioned at lower 

elevations as the shoreline is modified and the new natural rounded glacial cobbles and 

boulders placed on top of the older riprap. 

Have a discussion with the two railroads that cross the lake at the causeway to come up with a 

more attractive way of maintaining the slopes of the railroad bed fill. More material was 

recently added to these railroad beds and all the brush and small trees were totally removed 

leaving a mostly barren rail corridor over the lake. The Union Pacific corridor causeway also has 

the remains of the beds of two sets of tracks that existed parallel and just to the east of the 

current single set of tracks. This old fill could be partially removed to transform this area into a 

lakeshore wetland as a tradeoff for placing more fill into the lake on the east side of the 

causeway to widen the ped /bike corridor area. 

Need a True Long Term Master Plan for the Northern Portion of Olin Park:  I am bothered by 

the limiting boundaries and overall scope of this design challenge. A true long term master plan 

should call for the city to eventually purchase the residential properties near Olin Park between 

the new Parks Department building and Wingra Creek as they become available for sale. This 

area could then become additional parkland that would tie both portions of Olin Park together. 

The newly remodeled Madison Parks building that once was the headquarters of the State 

Medical Society is being put to good use for the short term future of this park area. However, a 

better long term master plan would be to remove this structure and construct a new larger 

multipurpose park building further from the Lakeshore. It would be nice to see the glacial hill at 

this site fully restored where the existing building was built into this lakeshore glacial hill. A 

building set back from the lakeshore could provide a much improved lakeshore experience with 

additional land available between the building and the lake for a more people to enjoy. 
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